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Abstract
This article examines how the immigration and schooling systems in Canada intersect to deny access to migrant youth with precarious status throughout educational trajectories. While there are access policies at the primary and secondary school level, barriers increase in post-secondary education. We argue that such students transitioning to university experience a “double punishment” through racialized exclusion in the education and immigration systems. Our research draws from semi-structured interviews with migrant youth and our experience organizing an access program at York University that targets precarious status students for inclusion. We propose that Canadian universities and policymakers learn from such access programs to increase equitable inclusion at other institutions.

Introduction
The introduction of multiculturalism policies and the end of race-based immigration exclusion in the 1960s and 1970s produced a “colour-blind” ideology for Canadians, who imagine the country and its systems (including immigration and schooling) as meritocratic and...
generous. Yet, while racist exclusion has become more implicit, it continues to underlie many state policies and contribute to the illegalization of migrants. Options for permanent residence have been shaped, and frequently reshaped, to offer permanent residence to certain migrants only. Those who do not or cannot meet the demands established for this type of inclusion—specific skills, education, wealth, networks, or evidence of persecution legible to the Eurocentric refugee determination system—are left with few options but to seek precarious forms of status, such as temporary work permits, making refugee claims, or remain with no status at all. We use the term precarious immigration status to refer to the legal status of all non-permanent residents, for whom the ability to remain in the country is uncertain and depends on an assemblage of individuals, institutions, and discretionary decision-making.

Schooling for precarious status children has increasingly been seen as a right in North America. In the United States the 1982 Supreme Court decision Plyler v Doe guarantees schooling for any resident child across the country. In Canada, where education is under provincial jurisdiction, the inclusion of migrant children fluctuates between provinces. In Ontario the provincial Education Act allows students with precarious status to access schooling at the primary and secondary level unless they are deemed to be visitors/tourists. Yet, despite the inclusionary mandates, schools often remain racialized reception sites, where race-based assumptions and Western-centric curriculum further marginalize students with precarious status.

Students who are able to navigate the school system and successfully graduate face pressure to transition to post-secondary schooling to become “good” members of society; yet they face an uneven terrain of access. In the United States, admission to post-secondary depends on state-specific access, tuition, and financial aid policies. While at least twenty states have policies that permit undocumented students to pursue post-secondary education while paying domestic fees, since the 2016 presidential election, students’ sense of belonging and safety on campuses has been affected, despite the declaration of “sanctuary” campuses across the country. In Canada, access to post-secondary education depends on state-specific access, tuition, and financial aid policies. While at least twenty states have policies that permit undocumented students to pursue post-secondary education while paying domestic fees, since the 2016 presidential election, students’ sense of belonging and safety on campuses has been affected, despite the declaration of “sanctuary” campuses across the country. In Canada, access to post-secondary education for precarious status students has not been directly addressed through policy in any province. This significant policy gap invisibilizes precarious status students and the barriers they face to accessing post-secondary education, and produces ad hoc access dependant on particular institutions and their administrators.

This article has two interrelated goals. First, we examine the racist immigration and schooling institutions that produce social exclusion for racialized migrants with precarious status in Canada. Second, we investigate post-secondary access for students with precarious status, highlighting an initiative at York University in Toronto that increased access and inclusion specifically for this population for the first time in Canada. This access program was designed to offer two complementary pathways into the university for students with precarious status: a bridging course for students who felt they needed additional support and preparation to start university, and administrative changes to permit the direct admission of students who did not need bridging. We draw on interviews conducted with students who were part of the first bridging course to explore their experiences of racialized exclusion. We then call for increased access at more post-secondary institutions in Canada.

We argue that the ways race intersects with the immigration system, as well as equitable access to primary and secondary education, leads to a “double punishment” for migrant youth with precarious status. As the result of multi-layered racialized exclusion that these students face, they are too frequently barred access to post-secondary education. Our research contributes to continuing debates about the social inclusion of migrants with precarious status, their participation as members of communities despite their legal status, and, heeding the call of Sáenz and Manges Douglas for racializing migration studies, the racialization of migrants with precarious status in Canada. Finally, we approach this discussion as researchers, and also as activists who have been directly involved in numerous efforts to increase access to education for migrant youth with precarious status. We were also both directly involved in the development and implementation of the access program at York University; therefore we bring our first-hand experience and perspectives to this article.

**Legal Status and Race: A Double Punishment for Post-secondary Students**

Our analysis draws on the concept of “double punishment” to think through the experiences of post-secondary students with precarious status. “Double punishment” refers to how migrants with precarious status experience overlapping forms of exclusion and criminalization because of their status. We use “double punishment” in this article to explore encounters with two systems, immigration and schooling, and how such systems are organized through the interlocking of status and race/racism.

In undertaking this analysis we draw on critical race theory (CRT), which centres race to understand social exclusion and inequality in contemporary society. Initially emerging from legal scholarship, CRT is widely used in the social sciences and seeks to understand the relationships between power, race, and racialization (the process of identifying/categorizing individuals through the rubric of race). CRT examines
how race interlocks with other facets of social exclusion, with an interest in developing transformative practices. In terms of schooling, CRT examines how students experience rewards and punishments in schooling communities and outside them as the result of their racialization.

In migration/refugee studies, scholars use the language of racialized or racializing “illegality.” Migrant illegality is a racializing process of identifying individuals as “illegal” due to their specific documents, lack thereof, or assumptions of how migrants look or behave. It goes beyond a documented/undocumented binary to examine categories of precarious status including temporary migrant workers, refugee claimants, undocumented/non-status migrants, and other forms of immigration limbo. García refers to racializing “illegality” as “the active and ongoing process of a larger system that conflates race, legal status, nativity, and generation status.” This includes structural disadvantages like deportability (the fear, spectacle, and reality of deportation), labour market exploitation, and other barriers that migrants with precarious status experience once inside a nation-state.

Given this framework, we identify two areas to frame our analysis: immigration status as a “master status,” and the importance of intersectionality. U.S. immigration scholars working on the intersection of status and post-secondary schooling have proposed that being undocumented is a “master status,” an axis of marginalization that is more salient than others or eclipses them. We focus on research in the United States because there is little in other contexts beyond K–12 access. As a juridical status, precarious immigration status organizes students’ eligibility, willingness to apply to university, and the possibility of deportation. While understanding the centrality of immigration status in migrants’ lives (i.e., a master status through which other forms of marginalization are filtered), other scholars argue that an intersectional lens allows scholars to engage in a more nuanced analysis of how forms of oppression are co-constituted.

Immigration status interlocks with social class to affect students’ access to financial resources. Students may face responsibilities in contributing to their household income and experience precarious working conditions, affecting their ability to pay tuition, particularly given rising student fees. These barriers cannot be disentangled from the fact that migrants with precarious status often come from racialized groups that, regardless of legal status, face wage gaps and are overrepresented in precarious employment. Therefore, racialized students with precarious status face a double punishment when unable to earn enough to support themselves, their families, and their studies.

Social capital is another example of how social class interlocks with immigration status. Social capital refers to “the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance or recognition.” Marginalized students, including racialized and working-class groups, tend to have less access to resources and networks than their white and middle-class counterparts. Undocumented or precarious status students have even less access, including limited information about relevant immigration policies or university application processes. Their parents may not know how to navigate the system, and teachers might not be knowledgeable or willing to assist. While students are resilient and, as Enriquez argues, “patch together the resources provided by their social networks,” including other undocumented peers, this limitation affects students’ educational outcomes.

Research about undocumented migrant university access has focused on Mexican and Latinx students in the United States, invisibilizing the experiences of other racialized migrants. However, some research has been done with Black and Asian students. Palmer discusses UndocuBlack migrants, who may “pass” as citizens in some contexts, but face heightened police violence, given anti-Black racism and a “connection between privatized prisons and detention centers, and the criminalization of Blackness, as leading from criminal convictions to immigration consequences.” Alternatively, Dao addresses the invisibility of Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders with precarious status, who have to navigate a variety of racial discourses, including those of “model minority,” “yellow peril,” Islamophobia, and how they connect to illegalization.

These interlocking factors (race, status, and social class) affect the experiences of undocumented/precarious status students when they stop out (take a break from school with the goal of returning) or are pushed out (institutional and systemic practices that lead to student disengagement and “push” students out of schools while framing the issue as an individual or family problem of “dropping out”). It is estimated that 49 per cent of undocumented migrants in the United States do not finish high school. The result is that undocumented/precarious status migrants access post-secondary education at lower rates than their citizen, permanent resident, and white counterparts. Statistics for other countries are unknown.

Students may also be pushed out of post-secondary schooling because they have a limited sense of belonging to schools and their communities. For example, undocumented/precarious status university students may have limited access to campus resources for lack of documentation, limited eligibility, or fear of detection. They also face institutional limitations, particularly when institutional representatives are not knowledgeable of their specific needs. Another example is campus and community climate. Undocumented/
The Canadian Immigration and Schooling Systems: Two Examples of Racial Exclusion

Immigration policies and practices in Canada occur within a white supremacist, settler-colonial context, where the presence and contributions of racialized migrants have been pervasively excluded. For example, in the late 1800s and early 1900s Chinese migration was controlled through a head tax, Japanese migration was controlled through a “gentlemen’s agreement” between governments, and Indian migrants were completely excluded by imposing a continuous journey provision that demanded that ships sail directly to Canada without layovers. In the mid-1900s, Caribbean caregivers were excluded from permanent residence on the pretext that their physical constitution could not handle the Canadian cold, and Jewish migrants were limited through a none-is-too-many approach that resulted in a ship full of Jewish refugees, ms St. Louis, being rerouted back to Europe during the Second World War.

However, with the evolution of immigration and multiculturalism policies, overtly racist criteria for permanent residence were no longer tolerated; instead subtler forms of racialized exclusion were integrated into admission policies for refugee claimants, migrant workers, family class migrants, and permanent residents. Reforms saw the overhaul of the refugee determination system and reinforcement of “bogus” refugee discourse; increased precarization of temporary foreign workers; increased suspicions of family-class applications, including marriage sponsorship; and changes to the skilled immigration program that limited permanent residence along business models. As a result, immigration policies have increasingly favoured temporary rather than permanent residents, producing an increased number of pathways that result in precarious status.

From initial attempts to register for primary or secondary school, to applications for admission to post-secondary institutions, the intersection between racialization and immigration status has important impacts on the schooling experiences of migrant youth. In the province of Ontario, the Education Act states that all youth under the age of eighteen (other than tourists or visitors) have access to schooling. Furthermore, school boards in Toronto, the province’s largest city, have adopted access policies. However, admission to primary and secondary institutions remains exclusionary. Youth and their families are continuously asked by administrators to produce evidence of their immigration status, including their lack of status, though their statuses are frequently misunderstood or challenged.

Once migrant students with precarious status are admitted to schools, they face exclusions related to being an immigrant, their status, and racialization. Immigrant and racialized students are asked to complete Eurocentric curricula, which frequently devalue their knowledge, culture, and histories, affecting their learning outcomes and academic pursuits. They are streamed into non-academic trades and criminalized through police programs in schools, and they suffer higher rates of push-out. Parents and communities are often also stigmatized as “deficient” and lacking interest in student success. The barriers are thereby individualized, with the blame placed on students and their communities rather than the school system that excludes them. Moreover, the lack of secure status affects students’ ability to participate fully in non-academic programming, as the lack of health insurance or a social insurance number may limit access to extracurricular activities. Linking marginalization within the school system to racist and exclusionary immigration policies leads to a “double punishment” for youth with precarious status, which is always underpinned with the violent threat of deportation.

Access to Post-secondary Schooling for Students with Precarious Status in Canada

Little research has been done on the unique experiences of migrant post-secondary students in Canada (outside of the experiences of international students). One reason is that access to universities for youth with precarious status has been piecemeal and not very visible. Furthermore, migrants with precarious status are provided with limited guidance or misinformation, particularly regarding paying international vs. domestic fees, eligibility for residency and work permits, and protection from deportation. The racialized and racist context that many these students also face before and after entering university further augments their precariousness. In scholarly research, and from our own community work, we have found that these factors lead some high school students to lose hope and let their grades fall in their senior year of high school once they learn they cannot continue to college or university.

The regulatory framework that organizes entry to post-secondary schooling for students with precarious status...
involves the interplay between federal immigration and provincial education policies. Federally, the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act controls migrants’ ability to study in Canada by requiring them to apply for study permits, which then legitimizes the charging of international fees.\(^\text{57}\)

In Ontario, the Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Development is responsible for post-secondary institutions and provides funding for each permanent resident/citizen student, which accounts for the difference between domestic and international fees. The ministry will not fund precarious status students, therefore, they are usually charged international fees.

Nonetheless, after a post-secondary institution has received permission to grant degrees, they have freedom to organize their enrolment and other matters independently. While it is encouraging that universities have some power, one concern is that federal policy and provincial funding often make institutions hesitant to explore options vis-à-vis access.

**Methods**

Research for this article came as a result of the authors’ extended advocacy and work to increase access to post-secondary education for students with precarious status in Toronto, Canada, as well as their involvement in a pilot project at York University, which is the first of its kind in Canada. Approaching this topic from both an academic and community-centred perspective, we draw on research conducted by Villegas with some of the first students to participate in the pilot bridging course. The project took place in the summer and fall of 2017, after Villegas taught two iterations of the course. Given that participants took the course to transition to York University, research project recruitment did not begin until students were informed they had passed the course, so potential participants did not feel coerced to participate. Informed consent was obtained in a two-step process. First, after reviewing the consent form, participants chose a pseudonym and used that pseudonym to sign it. Second, verbal consent was obtained at the beginning of the audiotaping (or beginning of the interview when the participant opted to not have it audiotaped).

Data include semi-structured interviews with eleven participants and students, as well as assignments including reading reflections, papers, and creative projects. All interviews but one were held in English (the latter was held in Spanish and translated to English by Villegas). Participants can be divided into two groups: those who had graduated from an Ontario high school (\(n = 4\)) and those who graduated from high school and may have had some post-secondary training in their country of origin (\(n = 7\)). Participants came from Latin America, the Caribbean, and Africa (countries are not specified, to maintain confidentiality). Their legal status varied from refugee claimants (those waiting for their application for protection to be heard) to no status (those with expired visas or refused refugee claimants), with some of the latter looking for avenues for regularization through Humanitarian and Compassionate applications (see table 1).\(^\text{58}\)

Names used are pseudonyms chosen by participants. Course assignments were linked to participant pseudonyms, and any identifying information was removed. Data were analyzed using open coding, organized according to themes, involving both deductive and inductive analysis.\(^\text{60}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Region of origin</th>
<th>Years in Canada</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Refugee claimant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djemba</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Refugee claimant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joey</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Refugee claimant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayan</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Refugee claimant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Refugee claimant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Jefferson</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Non-status, transitioning to permanent residence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Jones</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Non-status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Non-status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Non-status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Non-status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Non-status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data include semi-structured interviews with eleven participants and students, as well as assignments including reading reflections, papers, and creative projects. All interviews but one were held in English (the latter was held in Spanish and translated to English by Villegas). Participants can be divided into two groups: those who had graduated from an Ontario high school (\(n = 4\)) and those who graduated from high school and may have had some post-secondary training in their country of origin (\(n = 7\)). Participants came from Latin America, the Caribbean, and Africa (countries are not specified, to maintain confidentiality). Their legal status varied from refugee claimants (those waiting for their application for protection to be heard) to no status (those with expired visas or refused refugee claimants), with some of the latter looking for avenues for regularization through Humanitarian and Compassionate applications (see table 1). Names used are pseudonyms chosen by participants. Course assignments were linked to participant pseudonyms, and any identifying information was removed. Data were analyzed using open coding, organized according to themes, involving both deductive and inductive analysis. The
themes for this article include barriers experienced accessing post-secondary schooling and reflections about how racialization and racism affects residents of Canada.

We also draw directly on Aberman’s experience as a service provider within the settlement sector, working closely with a diverse group of newcomer and precarious status youth in Toronto over the past five years. Working in solidarity with the youth as they identified access to education as a primary concern has incited an awareness of the issues faced. Aberman has also been the coordinator of the pilot project at York University, responsible for supporting the development and implementation of administrative changes to admit students with precarious status and for student recruitment and engagement.

**Bridging Program**

In January 2017 a pilot program was inaugurated at York University in partnership with the FCJ Refugee Centre, which was made possible through funding from the City of Toronto. For the first time in Canada, this program sought to specifically support the transition of students with precarious status to university studies. Taking into consideration the differing needs of the potential students, two pathways were created: a direct-entry path for students who were academically and mentally ready to begin an undergraduate degree, and a bridging course for those who felt they needed further preparation or additional support. The bridging course content focused on critical migration studies with the goal of making connections between assignments, texts, and students’ lived experiences. Through the course, students were able to conceptualize the systemic power relations that contribute to global migration and inequities between migrants. In addition, the course enabled creation of safe(r) space where students have been able to connect with others facing similar obstacles and identify common challenges. Such spaces are frequently lacking for populations with precarious status. Both entry pathways also included support throughout the application process, major, and course selection.

The course itself was the culmination of community-based strategies to counteract the exclusion of migrant youth with precarious status from post-secondary schooling. For example, a precursor to the bridging program was a community-based program titled Uprooted University. Uprooted U was influenced by similar projects in the United States, including Freedom University, in Georgia. Scholars have identified such projects as working to produce a “transformational solidarity” that prioritizes making connections between students’ lived experiences and educational curriculum and working in solidarity across interlocking forms of oppression. Similarly, Muñoz, Espino, and Antrop-Gonzalez, drawing from Solórzano and Delgado Bernal, use the concept of transformational resistance, which “provide[s] an intentional space in which students are able to question and grapple with issues of oppression in order to work toward developing a more just community.” Such projects purposefully involve conversations about how interlocking forms of oppression affect students’ lived experience (i.e., through interlocking forms of punishment). The projects may not fill the gaps to access experienced by students with precarious status, but they can extend student networks and social capital to facilitate enrolment. Many of the youth who participated in the Uprooted U program were among the first to register for the bridging program at York University.

Recruitment for both pathways, bridging and direct-entry, was initially contained to trusted networks and word of mouth. While efforts were made to reach as many potential students as possible, the safety of the students was paramount. Migrant Youth with precarious status face layers of criminalization and deportability, which can manifest in uncomfortable or potentially violent interactions with citizens who do not accept their presence, or detention or deportation by immigration officials. All possibilities needed to be considered throughout this pilot program. Despite the limited reach of the recruitment, we were able to fill the bridging courses quite quickly and had several graduating high school students apply for direct entry.

During the interviews with the bridging students, participants identified legal status, limited information, and experiences of racialization as key factors that affected their access to post-secondary schooling. And participants linked their precarious immigration status with the international fee rates imposed on them. Domestic tuition fees are reserved for citizens, permanent residents, and convention refugees, while other students are considered temporary international students who must pay significantly higher fees. These fees make higher education impossible for many students with precarious status.

For instance, Zoe, a non-status woman who graduated from high school in her country of origin, explained feeling “stuck” as a result of the high fees: “I couldn’t possibly do university courses because as an international student it’s like three times the domestic rate. I don’t have that kind of money.”

The high fees led some students to “stop out,” to pause their education, in order to accumulate money or await a change of status. Djemba, a refugee claimant who graduated from high school in his country of origin, described his own experience of “stopping out,” despite being accepted to several post-secondary institutions: “I didn’t know that I had to pay that fee, so once the letters came and my fee was like 16,000 per year, I just declined. I just couldn’t do it.”
realized that he had to put his dreams of higher education on hold until his status changed, as he was unlikely to earn enough money for the fees. Moreover, for Djemba, limited access to resources and networks (social capital) manifested through lack of information, or misinformation, about university access and funding opportunities.

Despite having had some support from her high school teacher, Joey, a refugee claimant who graduated from high school in Canada, also had to “stop out” and forgo acceptance to a local college: “I didn’t know fully that I had to pay international student [fees] as refugee claimant … I didn’t find out until … the deadline to pay the fee for the first year was due. So, I had to drop out of that and the scholarship my teacher had gotten for me.”

Finally, Gabriella, a refugee claimant who completed high school in her country of origin, wondered whether there were scholarships for students with precarious status to avoid piecing together precarious, deskilling jobs to pay her fees: “[Now] I’m trying to ask, ‘Do you know any scholarships I can apply to?’ At least just even have like one course going, and so we don’t end up working all those odd jobs, and all those jobs that are not related to our fields all the time. So, we’re hoping that we can get scholarships.”

While there are very few scholarships or bursaries for students with precarious status, awareness of them might have enabled Gabriella to pursue her studies sooner. The low levels of social capital left these participants without networks to provide them with the information or institutional support they needed, further hindering their efforts to access post-secondary education.

Participants’ lived experiences of racialization and racism manifested during interviews. For instance, Thomas Jefferson, who graduated from high school in Canada, reflected on how he might be viewed as a Black male in university: “As long as I don’t think about that [the effects of racism]. But at the same time, you have to, ‘cause you are a Black man walking around an educational institution. Some people might think you should not be here, you should be in college or even the trades. You know? That’s not where I belong so, it’s that part of it and general safety.” His comment alludes to a “white space” discussed by Clark-Ibáñez, Garcia-Alverdín, and Alva that, although not explicitly a “hyper hate community climate,” still excludes racialized students/migrants.68 While Thomas Jefferson was discussing the racism he may face in university spaces in the future, these fears could have been based on past experiences.

Participants also discussed the racism they experienced within the education system and the ways that racism leads to dehumanization.69 As Barbara, a non-status woman who graduated from high school in Canada, explained, “In high school, during my culinary class, the … teacher would have a small poster on the wall with the silhouette of a student wearing sagging pants while showing his boxers, as was popular at the time, with a meme-like caption calling them Neanderthals. I’m pretty sure he, and everyone else who disliked the fashion, thought it was witty.”

Since the fashion described was worn primarily by racialized males at the time, for Barbara that comparison of her racialized peers to prehistoric, unevolved people was a way to publicly dehumanize them. Barbara went on to explain the connection she saw between the racism she experienced and her precarious position as a refugee claimant. Her explanation reflected the silencing often faced by newcomers with precarious status: “I feel that a reason why immigrants, especially refugees, are hesitant to talk about discrimination in Canada is because they feel that they have to be grateful, and complaining goes against that. They feel like they always have to praise Canada or otherwise they will be faced with criticism, particularly from people who don’t want refugees to stay. It’s always felt to me like they have to suck up to Canada, regardless of how they really feel.”

Maria, a non-status woman who graduated from high school in her country of origin, further articulated a personal sense of dehumanization that emerged through a lack of status: “It always feels like a disadvantage not to have status, is almost like you are a little bit subhuman (if that is even a word). If I say the wrong thing, what consequences can this bring to our family?”

The “subhuman” also connects to the discourses of racialized bodies as less evolving or worthy of progress to which Barbara references through the image of the Neanderthal. As Francisco Villegas argues, “Through the discursive dehumanization of undocumented migrants … it is possible to facilitate the production of ‘illegality’ that constructs migrants as disposable. Such dehumanizing practices devalue the worth of migrants’ lives and allow for the possibility of collective violence.”70 In her description, Barbara explained that this violence can lead to the censoring of migrants’ critiques, particularly when they do not align with the gratitude immigrants are expected to project towards the nation, even in the face of ongoing racism.

Interviews ended by asking participants whether the bridging program should continue. Each participant responded with a resounding yes, but for different reasons. For instance, Zoe discussed the course’s role as a bridge: “Specialy if somebody has been away from schooling for awhile, it’s a very effective way to ease back into it, as opposed to just jumping in…. It’s actually overwhelming. Especially if you have no experience with the Canadian schooling system.”

Other participants identified the program’s individual value, as well as the community need. Gabriella mentioned, “I believe that it gives a lot of hope for those that are losing
There is no indication that the immigration policies that favour precarious temporary migrants over permanent residents will change any time soon, therefore the “double punishment” faced by students with precarious status is an ongoing inequity. The racialized pathways to precarious status continue to exclude migrants in ever-evolving ways that are designed to fall within Canada’s multicultural fabrication. Within this context, for migrant youth, schools become a necessary site of participation, yet one that relies on a racialized, status-dependant reception. In this article we examined the racialized system of immigration and schooling institutions that produce social exclusion for migrants with precarious status in Canada. We argued that the ways racism intersects with the immigration system, as well as equitable access to education, leads to a “double punishment” for precarious status students.

This punishment intensifies at the entrance to post-secondary education. While migrant youth with precarious status had been all but bared from accessing college or university in Ontario, a new initiative at York University is addressing this exclusion through a bridging program and a process for admission to undergraduate degrees. Students who have seized these opportunities have described the life-changing possibilities for which they are now striving. While there are still many challenges to overcome, particularly exclusions related to racialized and immigration status within education systems, lessons can be learned from the United States, where there has been greater access to post-secondary education for students with precarious status. These lessons can apply to Canadian projects, as they have with the one discussed in this article. Universities and colleges across Canada can also adopt inclusionary practices to counter their presence as racialized and immigration status centred sites, to reduce the barriers that prevent certain students from following their dreams.
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